Newsbite
Welcome to the final edition of NewsBite for the 2017/18 academic year.
Looking back over the past months, I am struck by the boundless energy within the Anglophone
Section, whether it be the bubbling enthusiasm of CPs for learning to read, trips, the hugely
successful ILYMUN conference, the Primary Language Week, the Oscars ceremony for the CM2s,
Middle school plays, the Greenland project, visits from theatre experts, university visits…through
to our Terminale students on the cusp of new adventures. I was lucky enough to have a proud
‘teacherly’ moment just recently in L411, the examination room. As our Terminale students turned
over their Language and Literature paper, I realised that I’d known some of them since their very
first day in the school and here they were now taking the OIB exam. Quel frisson!
I would like to thank all our parent volunteers who have helped us throughout the year and for
those you are unable to get into school, your continuing support and encouragement have been
invaluable.
Of course, this year has been clouded by Rob Miller’s absence and we miss him every day. We
wish him all the very best for his recovery and send our thoughts to both him and his family.
I hope that you and your family have a wonderful summer and we look forward to welcoming
your children back in September.
Very best wishes,

Julie Mortimer

Acting Head of the Anglophone Section

Message from the President of APESA
Dear Parents,
Another school year is drawing to an end, with students at all levels busy with shows and
evaluations, and our Terminale students preparing for the next stage in their lives.
It has been a very successful year for the Section, with activities ranging from the Primary
Language Week and Sports Morning, to Middle school plays, the Greenland project, the ILYMUN
conference and a visit from Oxford University to attract new students.
It has also been a challenging year, particularly with Rob Miller’s extended absence. We continue
to follow his progress and are pleased to know that we can count on Julie Mortimer’s dedication
in prolonging her role as Acting Head of Section as necessary.
We will be welcoming a new Primary teacher, Ceilidh Higgs in September, when Eve Bellanca will
be promoted to Primary Coordinator, in part to allow Mrs. Mortimer to focus further on the
running of the Section as a whole. And we will be saying goodbye to Shani Baker at the end of
this school year.
The volunteer parents who make up the APESA Board continue to work on your behalf and have
a number of projects in progress. These include new Board procedures, designed to ensure
transparency and professionalism, the creation of and collaboration with a new Events committee,
the drafting of a comprehensive Welcome Booklet (which will soon be available on our website)
and the upcoming implementation of a wide-ranging communications strategy that aims to keep
you well informed of what’s going on within the Section, but also make links with alumni and the
wider community. As you know, the CSI Anglophone Section Parents Facebook page is already
up and running - please feel free to post, comment and keep conversations going.
Before wishing you and your children enjoyable and relaxing summer holidays, it only remains for
me to thank all parents for their contribution to our Section and, especially, our hard-working and
committed teaching and administrative staff for all that they do.
Warm regards on behalf of the APESA Board,

Lara Bonucci

APESA President
and all the Board members
Isabelle Darlow, Thibaud Vibert, Karen Reilly, Emily Commander, Christopher Booth, Richard
Crossley, Sara Green, Rachel Jean-Baptiste, Jean-Luc Spire, Esther Wick, Catherine Wright-Davies

News From Secondary
Creating a Newspaper
Last month, as part of our study of An Inspector Calls, a
play set in Britain in 1912, the class of 4e LL worked on their
own edition of a 1912 newspaper, complete with
International, social, economic sections and including a
genuine 1913 horoscope as well as adverts for consumer
goods. They wanted to share their vision of the past with
you.
Oh, and did you know that the Titanic was unsinkable,
absolutely unsinkable?

Summer Reading
Summer is coming and we would love to encourage our
students to continue reading over the summer. We have/will
hand out lists to students with any required reading (3emeTerminale) or, for the younger students, suggestions for great
books to check out! Students should read at least 2 books in
English during their holidays. So while you’re relaxing by the
pool, make sure to ask your children what they’ve enjoyed
reading! Book lists will be uploaded shortly on the school
website csianglo.org

Snippets From Primary
Hot off the press!
The CM2 Oscars evening was a brilliant success. It was great to see our Primary leavers dressed up to the
nines! Well done to the winning team - Jojo, Matho, Eleanor, Zoe and Callum for their trailer for
‘Esperanza Rising’ and thank you to Talia and Stella for their very professional hosting.

Library Competitions
We have held two very successful Library competitions this year around different books and authors such
as ‘Winnie the Witch’, ‘How to Train Your Dragon’, ‘Michael Morpurgo’ and the theme of ‘My Favourite
Book’. These competitions always draw in lots of entrants and choosing the lucky winners if never an easy
task. Our winners this year are:
CP: Iris, Lautaro, Lena & Kenzie
CE1: Francis, Emilia, Hannah & Brenan
CE2: Zach, Margot, Celestine, Lou & Madeleine
CM1: Amalia, Miana, Loris & Fleur
CM2: Beatrice, Sarah, Niall, Emma & Matho

Language week
Language Week always takes the children off in new directions. The theme this year was ‘A Day in the Life
Of’ where parents came into school to tell the children about their work. CPs and CE1s met Ted Earp who
works for the US Air Force and Justin Fryer, a pilot. A career in making (paper) aeroplanes seems to be a
promising choice for certain students!
In a blacked out classroom, the CE2s were treated to a session on light, with light
artist Laurent Louyer. After a brainstorm that had them thinking about the many
varied manifestations of light, they admired some of Laurent’s extraordinary city
illuminations, then set to work on their own creations: lanterns emblazoned with
light-themed words and images.
CM1s became designers for an afternoon under the watchful eye of Eugenia
Willbrenninck. They had to design a home for lego figures.
The CM2s morphed into budding scientists for a
morning. Researcher Steve Garvis gave a
whistle-stop tour of the scientific method and his
own research, with fascinating stop-offs such as
how white blood cells stalk tummy bugs. The
highlight was a science practical: using everyday
materials such as soap and salt to extract DNA
from a strawberry!

Food scientist Monica Brown had the groups consider - and test - the
impact of varying ingredients when making up packet mixes. How do
cookies differ with coconut fat? Can you make crème pâtissière with
water? Product development: cooking with a mission!
And of course, Language Week wouldn’t be complete without its sports
days! Well done to all the teams!

News From The Classroom
CE1

After a visit to the zoo,
the CE1s carried out
research on their chosen
animals animals and
wrote their own nonfiction books. The final
unit of the year is on
‘Friendship’ poems.

CM1

CP

Now they have finished their
unit on Life Cycles and
impressive ipad work, the
CPs are gearing up for their
performance of the Gruffalo
on July 27th. It’s amazing to
see how much they have
learned over the year!

The CM1s have been doing
something fascinating called ‘slow
motion writing’. This is a strategy
that helps students focus and
develop an aspect of writing in
detail. For example, using high
level description to focus on
particular moments in their work,
without rushing key opportunities
to hook the reader.

CE2

The CE2s are finishing their
unit on the Ancient
Egyptians and have found
out some fascinating facts
through their research. They
have started rehearsals for
their poetry and songs show
on July 25th.

CM2

With their Primary years fast coming to a close, the
CM2s have been making film trailers for the Oscars
ceremony on June 14th. The students can be seen
coming into our rooms at breaks and lunch-times to
continue their work. Fantastic enthusiasm!

